PRESS RELEASE
Dancehall is the music genre
where Kenyan singer/songwriter
Chess Nthusi found her perfect fit
and her latest jam “No Entry”
makes
her
a
certified
representative of the Jamaican
rooted music sound.
Produced at Legacy Unique
Sounds studios in Nairobi by
Neevo, this upbeat tune it’s a
statement of an empowered
woman that is no longer
accepting a world full of words
and little actions.
In her lyrics, Chess has always
had a special attention for
women. Touching sensitive topics
of the women struggles is a
recurrent message in the Kenyan
songwriter’s songs.
Grown as an artist in the capital
Nairobi, Chess is at her 3rd single
release after “I Am In Love” and
“Give It To You”.
Her last release was also remixed by a couple of international house producers and re-released under the
US based dance label Kult records with whom Chess has more music projects in the bag.
This new release comes with audio and video shot by director The Lioness. The visuals depict an
underground scene of Nairobi where the woman’s character that Chess impersonate immediately transfer
to the audience the message of her song. The music video is available on Chess’ Vevo channel, Boomplay
Music and Tidal.
Video links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5EOmT5ijbw
The audio which is officially released today, through Africori, on all major music stores and streaming
services, was pre-released with a series of national and platform exclusives with 1FM (Kenya), Transafrica
Radio (South Africa), Sound System on CRTV (Cameroon), Afri Radio (Italy) and Songa Music by Safaricom
in Kenya.
Audio link: http://smarturl.it/ChessNthusi_NoEntry
“No Entry” is also a song of the Kenyan singer’s forthcoming EP album “From The Ashes” which is due to
be released in mid/end of September this year.
With this EP project Chess is looking to expand her brand internationally and capitalize on her nomination
for Best Female Artist East Africa at the Afrima Awards 2017 edition.
Chess is signed to the Pan African management company Panamusiq which represents artists from
Cameroon, Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania and South Africa.
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